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Agenda
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- Presentation of the problem

- Basic structure of the port

- The customizable parameters of the port structure

- The framework – how the different components of the port are handled

- Input data structure

- Input classes

- Algorithm variants

- Analysis of the results



The problem
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We intend to create an event-based simultaion framework for a port logistics

system, routing trucks and scheduling trucks and ships.

The port structure should be customized in the framework.

We intend to generate different classes of input data.

Some decision points of the system should be determined.

Our additional goal is to develop algorithms with different behaviour for the

decision points.

We intend to analyze the efficiency of the algorithms on the input classes.



The structure of the port
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The customizable parameters of the port 
structure
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The simulation framework
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- written in Python language

- event-driven approach: simulated timer-based event handling
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Operation of the simulation framework
The Road (before the parking lot) 
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- works in FIFO manner

- capacity: ∞

- no overtake

Constraints: Event: Arrival of a truck

Criteria for continuation: -
Is there at least one free 
place on a road from the 
parking lot to a gate that 

can lead to the target gate?

Is there at least one 
free place in the 

parking lot?

ENTER the road to a gate*

Event handling:

Y

N

Park in the parking lot

Stand into the queue on the Road

N

Y



Operation of the simulation framework
The Road (before the parking lot) 
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ENTER the road to a gate*

Decision point: to which Gate to direct the truck?

Applied algorithms:

1. Choose the gate that results in

minimal overall cost for the truck

2. Choose an appropriate gate

randomly
?



The truck enters the gate; 
+1 free place becomes available on the

route from the parking lot to the gate

Operation of the simulation framework
The Gate
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- capacity: 1

Constraint: Event: Arrival of a truck at a gate

Criteria for continuation: 
the gate is free

Is the gate 
free?

One truck can leave the parking lot**

Event handling:

N

One truck can enter the parking lot
from the Road

Y

The „truck arrival
at a gate” event
is postponed till

just after the next
event
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Decision point: which truck to choose to leave the parking lot?

Applied algorithms:

1. Select a truck from the parking lot –

amongst the vehicles that have every

condition fulfilled to start to their

destination - randomly.

2. Choose the truck with the closest
deadline from from the parking lot –

amongst the vehicles that have every

condition fulfilled to start to their

destination

Operation of the simulation framework
The Gate

One truck can leave the parking lot**

?

3. Select the truck with minimal overall 
cost for the truck from from the parking 

lot – amongst the vehicles that have every

condition fulfilled to start to their destination



The truck enters the route

Operation of the simulation framework
Route from gate to dock
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- capacity: ci,j

- works in FIFO manner

Constraints:
Event:

A truck enters the route from the 

gate to the desired dock

Criteria for continuation: 
there is at least 1 place on the

route to the targeted dock

Is there free place 
on the route to the 

dock?

One truck can leave the parking lot**

Event handling:

N

One truck can enter the parking lot
from the Road

Y

The „truck enters
the route to the
dock” event is 
postponed till

just after the next
event

One truck can enter the gate
(if it previously reached that)



One truck can enter the route to the dock

Operation of the simulation framework
The Dock - arrival
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- capacity: 1

Constraint:
Event:

Criteria for continuation:
- the dock is free

- there is place for at least 1 

container

Is the dock free with at 
least one free place for 

container?

One truck can leave the parking lot**

Event handling:

N

One truck can enter the parking lot from
the Road

Y

The „truck arrival
at the dock” event
is postponed till

just after the next
event

One truck can enter the gate
(if it previously reached that)

Arrival of a truck at a dock

The truck enters the dock



One truck can enter the route to the dock

Operation of the simulation framework
The Dock - unload
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- Capacity for truck: 1

- Capacity for container: ccontainer
j

Constraints:
Event:

One truck can leave the parking lot**

Event handling:

One truck can enter the parking lot from
the Road

One truck can enter the gate
(if it previously reached that)

Truck unloaded at the dock

One truck can enter the dock

Criteria for continuation: -
The truck „disappears” from the system



Operation of the simulation framework
The Ship-related part
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- Capacity for ships: 1

- Capacity for container: ccontainer
j

Constraints:
Event:

Event handling:

A ship arrives at the port 

Is there 0 ship in the dock AND 
is there at least one container 

for the ship? N
Y

The „ship arrival at the dock” event
is postponed till just after the next

event
(the ship waits for its dock)

The ship enters the dock



The structure of the input data 1/2
(related to the trucks / ships)
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The structure of the input data 2/2
(related to the trucks / ships)
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Example for an input data (parts)
(related to the trucks / ships)
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The examined input classes
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For all the inputs, the structure of the port and the number of the vehicles were the

same: G = 3, D = 4, T = 100, S = 20

The input classes differ in the time windows of the trucks and the ships.

1st input class

2nd input class:

Trucks:

Arrival: now + random(0-3 days)

Deadline: arrival + random(1-10 hours)

Ships:

Arrival: now + random(0-3 days)

Deadline: max(last truck’s arrival to it; arrival) + 1 hour

Extended deadlines: by 3 days



The applied algorithm variants
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The two decision points:

1. To which gate to direct the arrived truck?

2. Which truck to select from the parking lot to start?

1.1. to the gate that results in minimum overall cost for the truck

1.2. to a random gate, from which the destination dock can be reached

2.1. the one with the closest deadline

2.2. the one with the mimimum overall cost

2.3. select the truck randomly



Results
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Closest deadline Minimum cost Random

M
in

im
u

m
 c

o
s
t

- 79 (87)% overall 

cost related to the

worst found on

average

- 16 (1)% deadline

overrun

- 72 (73)% overall 
cost related to
the worst found
on average

- 42 (2)% deadline

overrun

- 89 (89)% overall 

cost related to the

worst found on

average

- 36 (4)% deadline

overrun

R
a
n

d
o

m

- 85 (86)% overall 

cost related to the

worst found on

average

- 13 (0)% deadline
overrun

- 83 (85)% overall 

cost related to

the worst found

on average

- 30 (0)% deadline

overrun

- 97 (92)% overall 

cost related to the

worst found on

average

- 40 (2)% deadline

overrun

Target function: minimum overall cost of the trucks/ships

Truck-selection policy from the parking lot

G
a
te

-s
e
le

c
ti
o
n
 p

o
lic

y

3 x 2 x 2 x 10 runs

Results on input class1 (class2 – ext. deadline)



Summary

Thank you for your kind attention!
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An event-based simulation framework was

developed that can handle cutomized port 

structures

2 decision points were identified (gate and 

truck selection).

3 x 2 approaches were developed for these

decision points.

Input data of two input classes were

generated.

The behaviour of the different approaches

were analyzed on the input by the framework.  

Future plans

- Handling of more decisions (e.g., 
releasing the FIFO manner)

- Analysis of other input classes

- Multi-objective target function (or
switching between the applied
algorithms based on the
circumstances)  


